Effects of thermodynamic nonideality on the kinetics of ester hydrolysis by alpha-chymotrypsin: a model system with preexistence of the isomerization equilibrium.
The effects of a small inert solute, sucrose, on the kinetics of hydrolysis of N-acetyl-tryptophan ethyl ester by bovine alpha-chymotrypsin have been investigated. In studies at pH 7 and 20 degrees C the presence of 0.5 M sucrose in assay mixtures caused no discernible change in kinetic parameters, a result consistent with existence of the enzyme in a single conformational state under those conditions. However, at pH 3.5 and 50 degrees C, conditions under which the enzyme comprises an equilibrium mixture of compact and expanded isomeric states, inclusion of the inert solute led to a considerable decrease in Michaelis constant (0.84 to 0.61 mM) but no significant change in maximal velocity. These results were shown to be amenable to quantitative interpretation in terms of thermodynamic nonideality effects on catalysis by an enzyme undergoing reversible isomerization in the absence of substrate. For that analysis, which required experimental estimates of the equilibrium constant for preexisting isomerization of enzyme and the activity coefficient of substrate, the magnitude of the former (0.3) was obtained by difference spectroscopy: liquid-liquid partition studies with bromobenzene as organic phase were used to determine the effect of sucrose on the activity coefficient of N-acetyltryptophan ethyl ester. Such agreement between experimental kinetic findings and theoretical predictions based on considerations of excluded volume points to the possible use of the space-filling effects of small solutes for delineating the gross extent of conformational changes associated with reversible isomerization of proteins, and hence to the potential of thermodynamic nonideality as a probe for studying protein denaturation mechanisms as well as substrate-mediated changes associated with enzyme reaction mechanisms.